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Abstract Twinning behavior in the contact region

between two tips is for the first time observed in a nano-

tribological process. An Au (gold) polycrystalline tip,

formed in TEM system, slides uphill on a W (tungsten) tip,

mechanically inducing an Au polycrystalline transition

layer. Not only does the tensile stress gradient initialize the

twin formation but also the direction of the first sliding step

determines the crystalline orientation of the first primary

twin due to the lowest surface energy of FCC Au {111}

planes. The crystalline orientation of the second primary

twin is aligned with the first primary twin by coherent twin

boundary regardless of the sliding direction and stress

distribution. A triple boundary junction, between the Au

tip, Au transition layer and vacuum is a favorable config-

uration probably due to the lowest energy of the system. On

the other hand, defective crystalline phase is formed in the

compressive region. It is proposed that crystalline rotation

and active disclination dipoles are mainly responsible for

the movement of twin boundary during the Au tip sliding

process.

Keywords Twinning � Tip sliding � Sliding direction �
Stress gradient � Crystalline rotation � Nano-tribology �
In situ TEM

1 Introduction

When a single asperity touches and slides on surface,

complex phenomena can occur: local rearrangement of

atoms in the contact region [1] and permanent change of the

surface structure [2]. Many models have been proposed to

explain fundamental nano-tribological properties. One of

the most common models is generation and movement of

dislocations at the interface between two single crystalline

materials during sliding. [1] Unfortunately, polycrystalline

surfaces rather than single crystalline surfaces are the most

common case in reality. On the other hand, all those models

assume that the sliding surfaces are flat. However, the

asperity can slide both ‘‘uphill’’ and ‘‘downhill’’ due to

surface roughness. Here, the terms ‘‘uphill’’ and ‘‘downhill’’

processes indicate the relative sliding directions, meaning

‘‘uphill’’ sliding causes a compressive contact stress while

‘‘downhill’’ sliding causes a tensile contact stress.

Grain rotation has been proposed to be a mechanism in

nanocrystalline materials during crystal growth [3–5], thin

film deposition [6], thermal annealing process [7], high-

pressure torsion (HPT) process [8], in situ TEM stressing

[9], and deformation [10]. The grain rotation minimizes

interfacial energy, strain energy stored by dislocations, and

unbalanced forces [11–13]. Observation suggested that

grain rotation converts large angle grain boundaries

(LAGB) to small angle grain boundaries (SAGB), forming

larger grains. [6, 8] The SAGBs are close to their energy

minimum. However, the rotation angle normally is very

small, e.g., 1� reported [6]. One reason is that the fully

enclosed grains in a matrix cannot freely rotate without

constraint because each grain is attached at the grain

boundaries (GBs) of the other grains. Profuse nano-scale

twins in width of B20 nm had also been observed in

mechanically deformed materials, e.g., refer to [14]. The

other deformation phenomenon highlighted here is gener-

ation of disclination dipoles. The disclination dipoles are

created when the stress at the grain boundary is large

enough. [15, 16]
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In many cases, the study of the contact region between

two sliding solids is incorrect because this contact region

has been destroyed if post-mortem (ex-situ) TEM analysis

is performed. Moreover, because this region is buried, very

few direct observations of microstructural change in the

contact region have been performed. Related studies have

been done using in situ transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) by controlling the temperature and/or stress on

polycrystalline materials, enabling the study of dynamic

phenomena [17, 18]. They have used a strain-holder (with

or without heating) mounted inside the TEM system

[19–21]. More relevant, in situ nanoindentation studies

have been performed, for instance inducing grain growth in

polycrystalline Al (aluminum) materials [18]. For a recent

review of relevant in situ studies see Refs. [22, 23].

In this study, an Au polycrystalline tip, formed in TEM

system, slides uphill on a bigger W tip, mechanically

inducing an Au transition layer and initializing crystalline

orientation of the first primary twin. The tensile stress

gradient determines the formation of the first primary twin.

A {111} plane of this twin is aligned in parallel to the

sliding direction of the first sliding step. The crystalline

orientation of the second primary twin is subsequently

aligned with the first primary twin by coherent twin

boundary regardless of the sliding direction and stress

distribution. The formed twins’ exhibit multiple twin

configuration [16, 24] Grain rotation occurs in both tensile

and compressive region, while twin boundary (TB) moves

significantly at the boundary between the two regions. The

observed maximum crystalline rotation angle is the mis-

orientation angle between the two twins and is very large

(*14.6�). In the compressive region, a single crystalline

grain is formed due to grain rotation. The driving force

here is the rotational configurational force. Moreover, the

first primary twin can also grow atomically layer-by-layer

other than discontinues grain rotation. The experimental

results also indicate that a triple junction between the Au

transition layer, the Au tip, and the vacuum is the minimum

energy configuration.

2 Experimental Details

A nanocrystalline Au tip was created by a freestanding Au

film sliding on a W tip inside TEM system. The Au film in

thickness of 18 nm was prepared by physical sputtering of

pure gold (99.9 %) onto a sodium chloride substrate (NaCl)

at room temperature. The deposition was performed at a

pressure of 10-5 torr and a deposition rate of *0.5 nm/s.

To suppress columnar grain structure, the deposition was

interrupted for 1 min at *3 nm thickness intervals during

the film growth. The Au film was released by dissolving the

NaCl substrate away to obtain unsupported thin Au films

floating in water. The freestanding thin films were then

manually collected on 300 mesh TEM Cu (copper) grids

(from Ted Pella, Inc). The grain size in the Au films was

less than 20 nm and was about 9 nm on average. The in

situ tribological experiments were performed in a Tecnai

F20 G2 TEM system operated at 200 keV. HRTEM (high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy) images were

acquired using a Gatan CCD camera.

The W tip was prepared by a standard electrochemical

polishing method using a buffered NaOH solution. The

radius of the curvature of the W tip surface was about

37 nm. The in situ TEM holder (a HS100 STM-TEM-

HolderTM, Nanofactory Instruments) had been described

elsewhere [25]. The Au tip was driven at a step resolution

of 0.5 nm. The sliding process was performed in the

direction of the trace shown in the schematic in Fig. 1:

(i) The sliding direction of the Au tip from step 0–27

remained unchanged; (ii) The Au tip was slightly retracted

from step 28 to 33; (iii) The Au tip slid again from step 34

to 35. The curve in the inset indicates the stress distribution

in the contact region from sliding step 0 to step 27: tensile

(positive) and compressive (negative) stresses. The black

spot shows the approximate position of the twin boundary

(TB-B) between the first and second primary twins.

3 Results

The HRTEM image in Fig. 2 shows the Au film and W tip

before they touched and slid against each other. At this

stage, the Au tip was not formed yet. The lattice fringes in

the Au film indicate that no transition layer was established

at the edge of the film at this stage. The moving direction of

the Au materials during the sliding process is marked by

the white arrow in the figure.

TB-A 
TB-B 

p 

Fig. 1 Schematic shows the entire tribological process. The area

between the two dash lines indicates the stress distribution in the Au

transition layer. TB-A and TB-B ware twin boundaries discussed

below. The curve represents the stress distribution in the transition

layer. Tensile stress is applied at p [ 0, while compressive stress is

applied at p \ 0. The black dot on the curve indicates the

approximate location of TB-B
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The thickness of the Au film, *18 nm, is smaller than

the thickness of the W tip, *74 nm. Figure 3a schemati-

cally shows that the Au tip was formed and slid on the

bottom side of the W tip. As indicated by the black vertical

solid line, the edge of the Au tip overlapped with the edge

of the W tip relative to the direction of the electron beam in

the TEM system. The TEM image in Fig. 3b shows that an

Au transition layer between the Au and W tips was

established at the first sliding step. This transition layer was

established within less than 0.03 s. This layer contained 8

nanocrystalline Au grains, marked by the dashed gray

curves, in size ranged from *5 to *15 nm similar to the

size distribution in the as-prepared Au film. The sliding

direction of the Au tip is indicated by the long white arrow.

The (111) plane (as indicated in the inset) of the first grain

located at the edge of the transition layer, marked by the

asterisk, was aligned by the sliding force in parallel to the

sliding direction. The optical axis of the TEM system

remained unchanged in the entire tribological process and

was slightly tilted off [011] zone axis of the first grain, and

thus the �11�1ð Þ plane, marked by the short white line was

also slightly tilted off the optical axis.

The Au grain number in the transition layer mainly

decreased during the sliding process as shown in Fig. 4.

For instance, one grain first disappeared at sliding step 3.

After sliding step 15, there were only two grains left as

shown in Fig. 5. That is, only a single grain II existed in the

compressive region. It is necessary to mention that the

Au film 

W tip 
5nm

Fig. 2 HRTEM image before the Au film and W tip touched and slid

against each other. The white arrow indicates the sliding direction of

the Au materials. The W tip is out of focus at this stage

Au W tip 

Transition layer 

5 nm

W Tip 

Au asperity  

*

( )111

( )111(a) (b) 

0.236 nm 

Fig. 3 a Schematic shows that the Au tip slid on the W tip. There

was a transition layer, enclosed by the dashed line, established

between the Au and W tips. b TEM image shows the Au transition

layer formed at the first sliding step within 0.03 s. There are 8 Au

nanocrystalline grains in the translation layer. The established (111)

plane of the first primary grain, marked by the asterisk, was exactly in

parallel to the sliding direction indicated by the long white arrow

Fig. 4 Change of grain number in the Au transition layer at sliding

step 1 to 16
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grain number increased at sliding step 12, indicated by the

arrow in Fig. 4.

By comparing Fig. 6a with b, it can be known that grain

8 grew at sliding step 5. The difference of the fringe

contrast of grain II also indicates that the grain rotated at

the same time. The grain rotation of grain II tended to align

one of its {111} planes to match (111) plane of grain I.

Sliding step 6 completed this matching process (not shown)

and a clear TB was formed at the boundary ( �11�1ð Þ plane)

between the tensile and compressive regions indicated by a

dashed line in Fig. 6b.

One junction between the two twin boundaries, 11�1ð Þ
(TB-A) and �11�1ð Þ (TB-B), were formed as shown in Fig. 7.

In the entire tribological process, TB-B moved and TB-A

extended in the sliding direction, respectively, resulting in

the junction following the edge of the Au tip. It should be

mentioned that the crystalline orientation of region II’ was

determined by the crystalline orientation of twin I, which

can be explained by CSL (Coincident site lattice) theory.

That means the crystalline orientation of twin II’ was

aligned with twin I by coherent twin boundary regardless

of the sliding direction and stress distribution. TB-B did not

follow the left edge of the Au tip when the Au tip was

retracted from the W tip as shown in Fig. 7b, taken at the

end of the retracting process (step 33). However, when the

Au tip slid again, as indicated in Fig. 7c, the triple junction

caught up with the left edge of the Au tip again even

though TB-B did not fully follow this movement. At slid-

ing step 35, both triple junction and TB-B followed the

movement of the Au tip.

Figure 8 shows the movement of TB-B along the W tip

surface. The terraces indicate that TB-B did not move

significantly at those sliding steps.

4 Discussion

To explain the phenomena described above, crystalline/grain

rotation and generation of disclination dipoles occurring in

mechanical deformation process should be introduced. It is

suggested that grain rotation especially occurs in the

I 

II 

5 nm

Fig. 5 There were only two grains left after sliding step 15. Again,

the long white arrow indicates the sliding direction of the Au tip

I 

I II 
II 

8 

8 

5 nm 5 nm
( )111

( )111

( )111

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 a TEM image taken after sliding step 4. b TEM image, taken after slide step 5, shows that grain II rotated and grain 8 grew
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deformation process of nano-polycrystalline materials and

can be induced by the torque formed in the sliding process

[26]. For instance, Theissmann at al. [27] theoretically

predicted lattice reorientation before the coalescence pro-

cess of the poly-materials based on CSL theory. Both

compressive [28] and tensile [10] deformations can induce

grain rotation to form SAGBs in various polycrystalline

materials. In general, the rotational degree of freedom is

lower at smaller angle grain boundaries, inhibiting further

crystalline orientation alignment between grains from

forming a perfect crystalline grain. [29] In the present

transition layer, the rotational degree of freedom is higher

than that in bulk materials because most nanograins expose

in the vacuum of the TEM system as shown in Fig. 3a,

resulting in easier crystalline rotation.

(b)(a)

(c) (d) 

5 nm 5 nm

5 nm5 nm

I 

II’ 

II 
I 

14.6

( )111
( )111

( )111

Fig. 7 TEM images taken after sliding step 27 (a), 33 (b), 34 (c), and 35 (d). The dashed circle indicates the triple junction between the Au

transition layer, Au tip and vacuum

I 

II 

III 

IV 

Fig. 8 The movement of TB-B along the W tip surface. The terraces,

marked by the arrows, indicate that TB-B did not move significantly

at those sliding steps
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The driving forces of grain rotation can be applied

stress, relaxation of stress concentration [10], motion of

dislocation [30], and the reduction of the total energy of

surrounding grain boundaries [7, 30] stored by plastic

deformation. Consequently, the rotation rate also depends

on many factors [29, 31]. First, it was suggested that

rotation rate is mostly proportional to configurational force.

Second, grain rotation is size-dependent. Both theoretical

simulation and experimental observation performed by

Harris et al. [7] suggested that the rotation rate of grains in

size of approximately 200 nm is very low at 2.4� per hour.

Yeadon et al. [32] demonstrated that Cu (copper) particles

could only be re-orientated by grain rotation when they

were smaller than approximately 50 nm in size. Harris

et al. [7] also presented grain rotation of Au polycrystalline

materials, observed at room temperature using TEM. They

suggested that grains in size below a certain value yields

dependence of rotation rate on d-4, where d is grain size

[19]. In the present Au tip, the size of nanocrystalline

grains ranges from *5 to *15 nm and 9 nm on average,

resulting in significant grain rotation. For instance, grain

rotation of Au particles at 9 nm in size is four orders of

magnitude higher than those at 90 nm in size. Third, Harris

et al. [7] also proposed that the rotation rate showed dis-

continuous change [27] and decreased with time under

identical stresses. This decrease indicates the reduction of

the driving force. The discontinuous rotation process,

especially for small grains, can occur very quickly, for

instance, Theissmann et al. [27] concluded that each rota-

tional step took less than 0.04 s, based on in situ hot-stage

TEM observation.

Besides grain rotation, mechanical stress can also induce

formation and motion of wedge disclination dipoles,

[33, 34], resulting in ultra fine crystalline grains from big

grains and fascinating rotational plastic deformation. In the

present tribological process, the rotation axis of the dis-

clination dipoles is perpendicular to the plane, consisted of

the Au and W tips and the Au transition layer. On the other

hand, the dynamics of the Au transition layer is coupled by

the tip sliding. The energy from the sliding tip can be

stored in this layer in the form of strain energy. These

stored strain energy triggers the generation of disclination

dipoles and crystalline rotation and consequently leads to

grain coalescences via decrease of GB angle or elimination

of GBs.

The sliding process between Au nano-polycrystalline

and W tips is summarized in Fig. 9. The Au nanograins

distribute randomly in the initial Au film (Fig. 2) before the

tips slide against each other as shown in Fig. 9a. Moreover,

the engaging process of the Au film and W tip does not

modify the nanograin distribution in the Au tip if the tips

do not slide against each other. When the tips start sliding,

the nanograins move away from the black dashed line as

shown by the black arrows in Fig. 9a, resulting in align-

ment of the grain boundaries along the line and forming a

transition layer between the two tips.

The TEM image in Fig. 3b indicates that an Au transi-

tion layer, in thickness of *15 nm, has been established,

within less than 0.03 s, between the two tips at the first

sliding step. This layer contains 8 nanocrystalline Au

grains, in size ranged from *5 to *15 nm. Those grains

can discontinuously rotate at the later sliding steps.

Moreover, the lateral forces applied to the transition layer

by the two tips, enhances the grain rotation due to grain-

boundary slip [7, 19, 35, 36]. Atomic diffusion at grain

boundaries also partially facilitates the grain rotation

because the grains are not ideally in spherical shape. In the

later sliding process, the orientation of the grain in the

compressive region, e.g., Fig. 5, remains almost unchanged

as schematically shown in Fig. 9c. The tribological sliding

between the two tips mainly takes place at the interface

between the Au tip and the Au transition layer.

From sliding steps 1–27, the stress in the transition layer

is schematized in the curve, marked by asterisk, in Fig. 1 as

the Au tip slides uphill. The compressive stress and its

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

TB-A 

TB-B 

TB-A 

TB-B 

Fig. 9 Schematic shows: a The nanograins in the Au tip move to

form a transition layer at the beginning of the first sliding step; b The

tips slide against each other and the nanograins in the compressive

region rotate during the sliding process; c A single grain is formed in

the compressive region. The Au tip slides on the transition layer

rather than directly on the W tip
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gradient in the right part of transition layer enhance

dynamic grain coalescence, similar to the phenomena

describing that grain rotation converts LAGBs to small

angle subgrain boundaries, forming large grains consisted

of small angle subgrains. [6, 8]. This coalescence induces

decrease of the grain number as shown in Fig. 4. At sliding

step 11, the sliding process causes formation of disclination

dipoles, resulting in grain refinement and increase of the

grain number as shown by the arrow in Fig. 4. The TEM

image in Fig. 5 indicates that a single grain is formed in the

compressive region. This TEM contrast also indicates this

grain is defective. From sliding step 15–27, the Au tip only

slides on the single crystalline Au transition layer as

mentioned above.

Figure 3 also shows the crystalline orientation of the

first grain, marked by the asterisk. The sliding direction is

indicated by the long white arrow in Fig. 3b. The inter-

planar spacing, parallel to the sliding direction, of the first

grain is 0.236 nm as shown in the inset, corresponding to

FCC Au (111) plane. That means the (111) plane of this

grain is initially aligned exactly in the sliding direction.

The alignment of the crystalline orientation is determined

by the lowest surface energy because for FCC Au crys-

talline materials the configuration of surface energy is c(111)

(0.8 J/m2) \ c(110) (1.28 J/m2) \ c(100) (1.6 J/m2) [37–39].

At the first sliding steps, large strain energy has been

stored at the boundary between tensile and compressive

regions as shown in Fig. 1. After sliding step 6, the stored

energy is reduced by forming two twin boundaries in {111}

planes, namely 11�1ð Þ (TB-A) and �11�1ð Þ (TB-B). The

artificial broadening of two twin boundaries, as shown in

Fig. 7, is because of the two {111} planes slightly tilt off

the optical axis. TB-A extends in 11�1ð Þ plane and TB-B

moves following the Au tip via diffusion and crystalline

rotation. The moving speed of TB-B varies in the tribo-

logical process as shown in Fig. 8. This tribological

behavior is different from the conventional atomic stick–

slip mechanism [1]. Terrance I shows the average moving

distance per sliding step from sliding step 2 to 5 is negli-

gible, originated from the fact that the movement of TB-B

is suppressed by the large misorientation between grain II

and grain I as shown in Fig. 6. However, the moving dis-

tance of TB-B at sliding step 6 is significantly large

(*3.78 nm), which is close to the size of grain II

(*3.47 nm). From sliding step 8 to 15 (terrace II), the

average moving speed of TB-B is 0.289 nm/step (*1.26

atomic layers/step). That is, the twin boundary almost

moves layer-by-layer, similar to deformation twinning

observed by Han et al. [40]. As mentioned above, after

sliding step 15, there is only a single grain in the com-

pressive region. However, the moving speed of TB-B in

this region is not constant, for instance, a big moving step

(*3.46 nm) occurs at sliding step 17. This can be due to

formation of disclination dipoles followed by crystalline

rotation, indicated by some models [34]. The formation

location of disclination dipoles can be at defective loca-

tions in the single crystalline Au materials, which are not

visible under HRTEM imaging condition. From sliding

step 18 to 27, no grain rotation is caused and the average

moving speed of TB-B is approximately 0.34 nm/step

(*1.48 atomic layers/step).

In the retraction process from step 28 to 33, the junction

between TB-A and TB-B does not fully follow the edge of

the Au tip, e.g., as shown in Fig. 7b. However, the moving

distance of TB-B is still significant; especially it is

*3.34 nm at step 28, because the retraction process pro-

vides much higher tensile stress to TB-B. The moving

speed of TB-B is about 0.23 nm/step (*1 atomic layer/

step) from retraction step 29 to 31. The maximum moving

step of TB-B is *6.7 nm, occurred at sliding step 34. At

this sliding step, the Au crystalline materials, enclosed by

the dashed lines in Fig. 7b, has rotated from crystalline

orientation of twin II0 to that of twin I. The rotation angle is

very large (*14.6�).

Figure 10 shows the location of twin boundary TB-B

relative to the left edge of the Au tip at different tribo-

logical stages. As shown in Fig. 10a, when the tip is wide

(from *24 to *44 nm), TB-B is located at the boundary

between the tensile and compressive regions, which is

inside the Au tip, during the sliding process. In the

retraction process as shown in Fig. 10b, the entire transi-

tion layer is under tensile stress and TB-B is located on the

left of the tip. When the tip is narrow (from *15 to

*24 nm), the triple junction between the Au tip, Au

transition layer and vacuum locks TB-B during the sliding

process as shown in Fig. 10c.

It is necessary to mention that no twin boundaries are

formed if the Au tip does not slide on the W tip even

though it retracts from the W tip after engaging. This

phenomenon is consistent with the nanowire formation,

Fig. 10 Schematics show the location of twin boundary TB-B

relative to the left edge of the Au tip: a TB-B is inside the Au tip

when the tip is wide (from *24 to *44 nm); b TB-B is on the left of

the tip; c The triple junction locks TB-B when the tip is narrow (from

*15 to *24 nm)
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from nano-polycrystalline Au film, carried out in situ TEM

[41].

5 Conclusions

We have presented microstructural evolution in the contact

region between the Au and W tips during the uphill sliding

of the Au polycrystalline tip on the W tip. Large strain

energy is stored in the contact as a result of the sliding

force applied by the Au tip. This high-strain energy

enhances formation of disclination dipoles and grain/crys-

talline rotation. Grain rotation induces grain coalescence in

the compressive region. The configurational force, induced

by the Au tip sliding and high-rotational degree of freedom

of the nanograins facilitates the grain rotation, inducing

motion of twin boundary and grain coalescence. It is very

important that the crystalline orientation of the first primary

twin in the transition layer is determined by the sliding

direction regardless of the crystalline orientation of the W

tip and the stress distribution. The orientation of the second

primary twin is based on the crystalline orientation of the

first primary twin, which can be explained by CSL

(Coincident site lattice) theory. The discontinuous move-

ment of twin boundary is observed due to discontinuous

crystalline rotation and layer-by-layer atomic movement.

Note that due to the scale limitation in TEM observation at

high-spatial resolutions, it is not possible to perform con-

tinuous sliding processes at high-spatial resolution at large

scale, which may be important for tribological process.
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